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Orissa Needs An Indian Institute of Science for Education 

and research

 

We endorse the 
Orissa Needs An Indian Institute of Science for Education and 
research Petition to The Hon. Prime Minister of India.

Read the Orissa Needs An Indian Institute of Science for Education and research Petition

Sign the Orissa Needs An Indian Institute of Science for Education and research Petition

 Name Comments

2914. Pradeep 
Kumar Mishra

IISER in Orissa is a must if we want balanced development of 
all parts of India.

2913. Dhanada 
Kanta Mishra  

2912. Subhasis Nath  
2911. Sameer Panda Pls let it be in Orissa

2910. manoj kumar 
dora please ..... do something for our state

2909. lopamudra 
lenka  

2908. Taslim Arif Yes! Orissa really needs An Indian Institute of Science for 
Education and research

2907. Tanya Basu i think such an institute is very much necessary in the state of 
orissa

2906. ranjana panda i m a biotech post graduate,so i know the value of research 
institute in orissa.

2905. sujit kumar 
nanda stop neglecting orissa and oriyas.

2904. netrananda 
sahu we should fight for the injustice

2903. rashmika 
samal  

2902. Lingraj 
Mahanand  
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2901. Swaroop 
Kumar Sahoo We should raise voice against this.

2900. Nirmal Samal what is that ?
2899. nadia  

2898. prasanna 
padhy orissa needs this type of institutes

2897.
Bikram 
Kesharee 
Badajena

 

2896. Dr. Sambit 
Sahoo  

2895. Lohith T G  

2894. Subhasis Nath We the youth resources of Orissa strongly demand many 
research institutes having international standard

2893. Laxmi Narayan 
Patro

Orissa needs many institute like this to engage her developed 
human resources

2892. Lopamudra 
Das  

2891. megh mausam 
tripathy

despite iit & iim WB wants the NIS.we oriyas must bag that
institute to our state.it will not only boost our morale but also 
helps in makes us proude.politics has always pulled us 
backward.it should not be becuse orissa(kalinga) has a 
golden history in all aspects.

2890. megh mausam 
tripathy

despite iit & iim WB wants the NIS.we oriyas must bag that
institute to our state.it will not only boost our morale but also 
helps in makes us proude.politics has always pulled us 
backward.it should not be becuse orissa(kalinga) has a 
golden history in all aspects.

2889. Sanjaya  

2888. Jogeswar S 
Purohit  

2887. Dinesh Kumar 
Rout  

2886. kowsik students from all states deserve a good graduate level 
institute within their state

2885. Sudarshan 
Kumar

IISER should be opened in Orisa to which shall help in overall 
development of the Orisa state and country. There are many 
institutesin Ko;katta, including 3 IITs, IIMS and so on..but in 
Orisa there are no institute of national importance 

2884. Sudarshan 
Kumar

IISER should be opened in Orisa to which shall help in overall 
development of the Orisa state and country. There are many 
institutesin Ko;katta, including 3 IITs, IIMS and so on..but in 
Orisa there are no institute of national importance 

2883. Prabhakar Bai
It is hightime that the Central Government must recognise 
Orissa and give it its long pending dues. They must change 
their attitute and start to learn from the Industry.
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2882.
DR. PARTHA 
S 
MOHAPATRA

PM, PLEASE TAKE SOME ADVICE FROM YOUR 
SON-IN-LAW, HE WILL LET YOU KNOW HOW WE HAVE 
BEEN NEGLECTED. IF THINGS GO BEYOND CONTROL, 
PEOPLE OF ORISSA WILL FEEL ALIENATED FROM THE 
COUNTRY.

2881. Jadumani 
Mahanta  

2880. Radhanath 
Agasti. Excellent

2879. amrita das  

2878. sriman 
dakshya das

we are punished for being peaceful all the time,,accept or we 
can take up arms,we are poor and neglected with a glorious
history,so dont play with our hearts

2877. Suchismita  

2876. binaya kumar 
mohapatra  

2875. Prashant 
Samal It will be a self respect thing for we ORIYAS

2874. Santosh 
Tripathy

Orissa can be made a Sciencehub. Allthe talent are going 
away fromOrissa as the scope in not brodened . IISc at 
Orissa can help India and the World in a better way.Orissa 
has a lot of talents please let us groomthem to make our life 
better.I think Orissa is better choice than WB in this case . 
People at orissa are more intiative takers, more cauragious 
and more positive than WB people.

2873. AHARSKAR 
DAS

yes, certainly Orissa do need such kind of inst. for its future 
aspirants and i wish U all out there for this noble cause.Warm 
to see all of these happening!!!!

2872. Sunasira Misra Indeed, Orissa needs such an education and research 
organisation. 

2871. Bhrigu 
Bakshipatra  

2870. P. Sahoo

The decision taken by the Govt. to eliminate Orissa to open 
IIS for education and research is highly regreted. However I 
request honourable PM to think of deeply reg this matter. 
Though Orissa is a backward state standard of edn. in Orissa
universities are much higher than many other states. Without 
getting proper facility many Oriya people are shinning in many 
spheres. One can realise the knowledge of Pathani Samanta 
and his contribution during those days when Science was 
deemed even in entire globe. If such Institute is opened in 
Orissa the potential of Oriya peoples knowledge can be 
realised. hope honourable PM can think again without 
adopting step mother relationship.

2869. B.S.Panigrahi Orissa is a potential but backword state. To harness its 
potential, such steps are necessary.

2868. AUROJEET  
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2867.

Sujata 
Pradhan, 
software 
professional

Honourable, Prime Minister, The backwardness of Orissa 
state can only be removed by utilizing its resources. The best 
utilization of resoures can be accomplished by its people. 
Therfore, the people/young generation of Orissa should be 
trained in Science and Technology. So far Orissa does not 
have a national institute. So the proposed IISER at 
Bhubaneswar should not be shifted to Kolkotta. Calcutta has 
many national institutes. If add one more national institute to 
it, It will be like, "adding a drop of water to an Ocean". Instead 
if it is kept in Bhubaneswar, the people of Orissa would be 
very happy and it will be like , giving a glass of water to a 
thrisy and hungry person, who needs it. Therefore, kindly 
reset the things to Bhubaneswar. More over you are a highly 
learned person and world famous economist, you have better 
exposure than all of us, so national institutes should be 
distributed all over the Indian states not in selected states. 
Nation wide distribution will lead to national intigrity and avoid 

2866.
Dr. 
Hrudananda 
Jena

The socioeconomic development of Orissa is possible only by 
educating its people or young generation by making them 
strong in Science and Technology. So that they can find 
means to utilize their resources and generate wealth and 
employment. Secondly Orissa needs more technical 
manpower/technocrats to tackle natural calamities such as 
cyclone, flood and famine. So it is our honest request to 
honourable parliamentarians that they should consider the 
need of Orissa state. Therefore, it is essential to establish an 
IISER in Orissa.The other thing that strike to my mind is by 
equally distributing the national institutes all over India, the 
regional balance can be achieved and various polarizations 
can be avoided. The most important aspect is decongestion of 
cities by equally distributing the national institutes all over 
India, that will enhance intigrity and national unity. Therefore, 
the states that does not have national institutes should be 
given one.

2865. pritam 
mahendra

it should be built in orissa as people r neglecting orissa which 
i believe can really grow into a good software hub.

2864. alok sharma politicians, rise above party lines and act for the good of 
people...
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